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Abstract
We show that a ring is a Krull ring if and only if every nonzero regular prime ideal contains
a t-invertible prime ideal if and only if every proper regular principal ideal is quasi-equal to a
product of prime ideals. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13A05; 13A15; 13E99
1. Introduction
It is a well-known fact that an integral domain is a unique factorization domain if and
only if every nonzero prime ideal contains a prime. Analogously, an integral domain is
a Krull domain if and only if every nonzero prime ideal contains a t-invertible prime
ideal [6]. For rings with zero divisors, the author generalized the previous result [8]: a
Marot ring is a Krull ring if and only if every regular prime ideal contains a t-invertible
prime ideal. One of the purposes of this paper is to eliminate the ‘Marot’ hypothesis
in [8, Theorem] and establish that a ring is a Krull ring if and only if every regular
prime ideal contains a t-invertible prime ideal. In [12] Tramel showed that if every
nonzero proper principal ideal of an integral domain R is quasi-equal to a product of
prime ideals, then R is a Krull domain. Another purpose is to extend this result to
rings with zero divisors. As in [8], we adopt Kennedy’s denition of a Krull ring [9].
Thus we do not assume a Krull ring to be a Marot ring. There is another denition of
a Krull ring [3, 11], which is precisely a Marot Krull ring. In this paper R shall denote
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a commutative ring with identity and with total quotient ring T (R): Z(R) stands for
the set of zero divisors of R and an element r 2 reg(R) :=RnZ(R) is called a regular
element of R. An ideal of R is called a regular ideal if it contains a regular element.
R is called a Krull ring if there exists a family f(V; P) j 2 g of discrete rank one
valuation pairs of T (R) with associated valuations fv j 2 g such that
(1) R=
T fV j 2 g, and
(2) v()= 0 almost everywhere on   for each regular element 2T (R), and each
P is a regular ideal of V.
For details, see [3]. The R-submodules of T (R) will be denoted by F(R). For
I 2F(R); I−1 is dened to be [R : I ]f j 2T (R); I Rg. The v-operation on F(R)
is dened as usual: Iv= [R : [R : I ]]. For I 2F(R); It is dened to be
P
(I0)v, where
I0 runs over the nitely generated R-submodules contained in I . We say that I is
t-invertible if (II−1)t =R. Conventionally, the inverse, the v-operation, and the t-
operation are dened for regular fractional ideals [2]. However, these for R-submodules
of T (R) share many useful properties with those for regular fractional ideals of R [4,
Lemma 3.3].
2. Preliminaries
We emphasize that F(R) is the set of R-submodules of T (R). A -operation on
F(R) is a mapping I 7! I of F(R) into F(R) such that for each a2T (R) and for
each I; J 2F(R),
(I) aI (aI),
(II) I  I; I  J implies I J,
(III) (I)= I.
From (I){(III), the following directly follow for fI j 2gF(R).
(IV) (
P
I)=(
P
(I)),
(V) (IJ )=(IJ),
(VI) (
T
(I))=
T
(I).
It is routine to see that the v-operation and t-operation are -operations. We call
I 2F(R) a -module if I= I . In case when I is an ideal of R and I= I , we say that
I is a -ideal of R. As in the domain case, any prime ideal minimal over a -ideal is
a -ideal provided that  is of nite type. Recall that  is of nite type if for every
ideal I of R; I=
Pf(I0) j I0 is a nitely generated ideal of R contained in Ig.
For a -operation of nite type, it is easy to show that any proper -ideal is contained
in a maximal -ideal and a maximal -ideal is a prime ideal. A typical example of a
nite type -operation is the t-operation.
It may happen that R= T (R) and in this case R is both the unique v-ideal and the
unique t-ideal of R. To avoid this peculiar case, we assume that R 6= T (R), i.e., R
contains a nonunit regular element. Each nonunit regular element provides a proper
v-ideal and a maximal t-ideal containing it.
For f2R [X ], let Af be the ideal of R generated by the coecients of f.
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In the domain case, the multiplicative subset Nv= ff jf2R [X ] and (Af)v=Rg is
proven to be useful in several papers [5{7]. There are two possible generalizations of
Nv to the ring of zero divisors. One is ff2R [X ] j (Af)v=Rg, which will be denoted
by Nv(R). The other is ff2R [X ] jAf is a regular ideal of R and (Af)v=Rg, which
will be denoted by Nrv (R). We write RhX i :=R [X ]Nrv (R). Let maxt(R) and rmaxt(R)
denote the set of maximal t-ideals and regular maximal t-ideals of R respectively. We
denote by P2 the set fP 2Spec(R) jP is minimal over (a : b); a; b2R with a regularg.
We give a description of the sets Nv; N rv ; max(R [X ]Nv), and max(RhX i).
Proposition 1. (1) Nv and Nrv are saturated multiplicative subsets of R [X ].
(2) Nv=R [X ]n
S
M2maxt(R)M [X ] =R [X ]n
S
M2rmaxt(R)M [X ] =R [X ]n
S
P2P2 P [X ].
(3) Nrv Nv (the inclusion can be proper), Nrv  reg(R [X ]); and Nv might contain
a zero divisor.
(4) max(R [X ]Nv)=fM [X ]Nv jM 2maxt(R)g; max(RhX i)fM [X ]Nrv jM 2 rmaxt(R)g;
and the inclusion can be proper.
Proof. (1) Let f; g2Nv. For some n 1; An+1f Ag=AnfAfg by the Dedekind{Mertens
lemma : Corollary (28.3) in [2]. Applying v-operations, we get R=((Af)n+1v (Ag)v)v=
(An+1f Ag)v=(A
n
fAfg)v=((Af)
n
v(Afg)v)v=(Afg)v. Thus fg2Nv. If in addition Af; Ag are
regular ideals of R, let a2Af \ reg(R) and b2Ag \ reg(R). Note that an+1b2Afg. Thus
fg2Nrv .
(2) For the equality Nv=R [X ]n
S
M2maxt(R)M [X ], imitate the domain case proof.
Clearly, R [X ]nSM2maxt(R)M [X ]R [X ]n
S
M2rmaxt(r)M [X ]. Let f2R [X ]n
S
M2rmaxt(R)
M [X ] and suppose that (Af)v 6=R. Choose a=b2T (R) with b2 reg(R) such that (a=b)
Af R. So Af  [b : a] and [b : a] is a regular t-ideal of R. Enlarging this to a regular
maximal t-ideal M of R, we get Af M , i.e., f2M [X ], a desired contradiction. Thus
R [X ]nSM2rmaxt(R)M [X ]Nv. For the third equality, see [3, Theorem 19.1].
(3) Let R=ZQ and f=(1; 0) + (1; 0)X 2R [X ]. Then f2NvnNrv :Af =(1; 0);
M =Z 0 is a maximal ideal of R; Af Z(R), and (Af)v=R [3, p121]. Moreover
f2Z(R [X ]). Let g2Nrv . If g2Z(R [X ]), then 9b2Rnf0g such that bg=0. But then
bAg=0 and hence b=0, a contradiction. So g2 reg(R [X ]).
(4) For the equality, imitate the domain case. If max(RhX i)= fM [X ]Nrv jM 2 rmaxt
(R)g, then Nrv =R [X ]n
S
M2rmaxt(R)M [X ] =Nv since N
r
v is a saturated multiplicative
subset of R [X ], which is not the case (see (2) and (3)). I 2F(R) is said to be
invertible if IJ =R for some J 2F(R) or equivalently II−1 =R. It is easy to see that
an invertible ideal is nitely generated and locally principal. However the converse
does not hold : Let M := (1; 0)R as in the proof of Proposition 1(3). Although M is a
prinicpal ideal, M is not invertible since M Z(R) and an invertible principal ideal is
necessarily a regular ideal.
Let R(X )=R [X ]N , where N = ff jf2R [X ]; Af =Rg. Anderson [1] showed that
every nitely generated locally principal ideal of R(X ) is principal and Kang made a
generalization (for the domain case) that every invertible ideal of R [X ]Nv is principal.
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This result was useful in a couple of papers [6, 7]. Now we state and prove its zero-
divisor-version.
Theorem 2. Every nitely generated locally principal ideal of R [X ]Nv is principal. So
Pic(R [X ]Nv)= 0.
Proof. Let J be a nitely generated locally principal ideal of D=R [X ]Nv . For some
f1; : : : ; fn 2R [X ]; J = INv , where I =(f1; : : : ; fn)R [X ]. By [1], IR [X ]M [X ] = IRM (X )=
fRM (X )=fR [X ]M [X ] for each maximal t-ideal M of R, where f=f1 +f2X degf1+1 +
   + fnX degf1++degfn−1+(n−1). By Proposition 1, max(D)= fM [X ]Nv jM 2maxt(R)g.
Thus ID=fD locally and hence globally.
We could not determine if Theorem 2 holds for the ring RhX i. However we can say
at least the following holds.
Corollary 3. If I is a t-invertible regular ideal of R, then IRhX i is a principal ideal
of RhX i.
Proof. Since (II−1)t =R; II−1*M for any maximal t-ideal M of R. By Proposition 1,
no maximal ideal of R [X ]Nv contains (II
−1)R [X ]Nv . This implies that IR [X ]Nv I
−1
R [X ]Nv =(1) and so IR [X ]Nv is an invertible ideal of R [X ]Nv . From Theorem 2, it
follows that IR [X ]Nv is a principal ideal, say IR [X ]Nv =(f). Choose g2Nv such that
gI fR [X ]. The proof of Theorem 2 shows that f can be chosen so that Af = I . In
this case Af is a regular ideal. Let h=f+X degf+1g. Then hI fR [X ]; Ah is a regular
ideal of R, and (Ah)v=R. Hence IRhX ifRhX i and therefore IRhX i=fRhX i.
Corollary 4. If J is an invertible ideal of RhX i such that for some f2 J; Af is a
regular ideal of R, then J is a principal ideal of RhX i.
As in the domain case [7], there is nice divisorial relation between R and RhX i.
Proposition 5. Let D=RhX i. Then
(1) for a regular ideal I of R; (ID)−1 = I−1D; (ID)v= IvD; and (ID)t = ItD;
(2) for a t-ideal I of R, ID\R= I .
Proof. It is routine to check this.
3. The expression (r) = (P1; : : : ; Pn)v and a Krull ring
In this section, we solve the problem left unanswered in [8]. Let R be a ring such
that for each regular element r of R; (r)= (P1   Pn)v for P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R). In the
domain case, such R is known to be a Krull ring [12]. We will show that it is also
the case for the rings with zero divisors.
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Lemma 6. Let Q be a prime ideal of R such that (QQ−1)v=R and Qv=Q. Then
for each m 1; (Qm)v is a Q-primary ideal of R.
Proof. We use induction on m. The case m=1 being trivial, assume m 2. Let
x; y2R; xy2 (Qm)v, and y =2Q. Q being a prime ideal implies x2Q. Multiplying Q−1
to the expression xy2 (Qm)v, we get (xQ−1)y (Qm)vQ−1 ((Qm)vQ−1)v=(QmQ−1)v
= (Qm−1(QQ−1)v)v=(Qm−1)v. Thus (xQ−1)y (Qm−1)v; xQ−1R, and y =2Q. By
induction hypothesis, (Qm−1)v is a Q-primary ideal and hence xQ−1 (Qm−1)v. Now
x2 (x)v=(xQ−1Q)v ((Qm−1)vQ)v=(Qm)v.
Lemma 7. Let P1; : : : ; Pl be v-invertible prime ideals of R that are incomparable
v-ideals. Then for e1; : : : ; el 1; (Pe11 )v \   \ (Pell )v=(Pe11   Pell )v.
Proof. We apply induction on l. The case l=1 being trivial, assume l 2. (Pe11 )−1
[(Pe11 )v\  \(Pell )v]R\ (Pe11 )−1(Pe22 )v\  \(Pe11 )−1(Pell )v=
T
j 6=1[R\ (Pe11 )−1(Pejj )v].
Note that Pe11 [R\ (Pe11 )−1(Pejj )v] (Pejj )v for each j 6=1. Since Pe11 6Pj(j 6=1); R\
(Pe11 )
−1(Pejj )v (Pejj )v by Lemma 6. So
T
j 6=1[R\ (Pe11 )−1(Pejj )v]
T
j 6=1(P
ej
j )v, which is
equal to (
Q
j 6=1 P
ej
j )v by the induction hypothesis. Thus (P
e1
1 )
−1[(Pe11 )v \  \ (Pell )v]
(
Q
j 6=1 P
ej
j )v and hence (P
e1
1 )v \    \ (Pell )v (Pe11 (
Q
j 6=1 P
ej
j )v)v=(
Ql
j=1 P
ej
j )v.
Lemma 8. Let P be a v-invertible prime ideal of R such that Pv=P. Dene a function
vP from R to Z [1 by
vP(x)=
8><
>:
0 if x2RnP;
n if x2 (Pn)vn(Pn+1)v (n 1);
1 if x2 T1n=1(Pn)v:
Then vP is a valuation on R.
Proof. Clearly vP is onto since (Pn)v 6=(Pn+1)v for each n 1. Let x; y2R and vP(x)=
n; vP(y)=m. If either vP(x) or vP(y) is 1, then vP(xy)=1= vP(x) + vP(y). Thus
let us assume that n; m<1. Clearly xy2 (Pn+m)v. Suppose xy2(Pn+m+1)v. Then
[(Pn)−1x]y (Pm+1)v; (Pn)−1xR, and (Pn)−1x 6P. For otherwise x2 (Pn+1)v, a con-
tradiction. Lemma 6 says that (Pm+1)v is a P-primary ideal. So y2 (Pm+1)v, a desired
contradiction. Thus xy 62 (Pn+m+1)v and hence vP(xy)= n+m= vP(x) + vP(y). The in-
equality vP(x + y)minfvP(x); vP(y)g is obviously true.
Suppose that a set of ideals I; J1; : : : ; Jn of R satises I =(J1    Jn)v. If I 6=(
Q
i2Ji)v
for any proper subset  of f1; : : : ; ng, the expression I =(J1    Jn)v is said to be
reduced. Note that any such expression has a reduced one.
Lemma 9. Let R be a ring such that for each nonunit regular element r 2R; (r)=
(Pe11   Penn )v for distinct P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R) and e1; : : : ; en 1. Then the following
hold.
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(1) If (r)= (Pe11   Penn )v is reduced; then each Pi is v-invertible and (Pi)v=Pi.
(2) Each Pi is minimal in the set of regular prime ideals of R and hence Pi; Pj (i 6= j)
are incomparable.
Proof. (1) Each Pi is v-invertible as a factor of the v-invertible ideal (r). Let P=Pi.
Look at the expression P (PvP−1)P=Pv(P−1P). Since the expression (r)= (Pe11   
Penn )v is reduced, (Pi)v 6=R for each i. So P−1P 6P and hence PvP, i.e., Pv=P.
(2) Let QPi be a regular prime ideal and let a2Q\ reg(R). Shrinking Q to a
prime ideal minimal over (a), we get Q0 such that a2Q0QPi. Let (a)= (Q1   
Qm)v; Q1; : : : ; Qm 2Spec(R). Then a2Qj Q0 for some 1 jm. Since Q0 is minimal
over (a); Qj =Q0 and this implies that Q0 is v-invertible. We have Q0Pi and both
Q0 and Pi and v-invertible. From Q0(P−1i Pi)Q0, it follows (Q0P−1i )PiQ0. Suppose
Q0 6=Pi. Then Q0P−1i Q0)Q0 (Q0Pi)v)Q0 = (Q0Pi)v)R=(Pi)v=Pi, a contra-
diction. Thus Q0 =Pi and consequently Q=Pi, and hence Pi is minimal in the set of
regular prime ideals of R.
Lemma 10. Let R be a ring such that for each nonunit r 2 reg(R); (r)= (Pe11   Penn )v
for distinct P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R). For each P that is minimal among regular primes of
R; the valuation vP of Lemma 8 can be extended to T (R).
Proof. It is easy to see that P is v-invertible and Pv=P, which validates the use vP
of Lemma 8. For the extension, it suces to show that vP(x)<1 for each regular
element x of R. Suppose x2P. Let (x)= (Pe11   Penn )v for distinct P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R).
It is obvious that P=Pi for some i (Lemma 9(2)). Clearly vP(x)= ei<1.
Theorem 11. Let R be a ring such that for each nonunit r 2 reg(R); (r)= (Pe11   Penn )v
for distinct P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R). Then R is a Krull ring.
Proof. Let = fP jP 2Spec(R); P is a regular ideal that is minimal among regular
prime ideals of Rg. For each P 2; vP of Lemma 8 is a Z-valuation on T (R) by
Lemma 10. Let VP be the valuation ring associated with this valuation vP; VP = fx2
T (R) j vP(x) 0g. We claim that R=
T
P2 VP: Let a=b2
T
P2 VP , where a2R; b2
reg(R). Let (b)= (Pe11   Penn )v, where P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R). For each i; vPi(a) vPi(b)
= ei. By Lemma 7, a2
Tn
i=1(P
ei
i )v=(
Qn
i=1P
ei
i )v=(b). From this, we deduce that
a=b2R. It is obvious that each regular element x of R is contained in only nitely
many P 2 so that x is a unit in VP except for a nitely many P 2. So R is a Krull
ring.
4. When every regular prime ideal contains a t-invertible regular prime ideal
In this section, we will show that a ring whose every regular prime ideal contains a t-
invertible regular prime ideal is a Krull ring and present several other characterizations
of a Krull ring.
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Theorem 12. Let R be a ring such that every regular prime ideal of R contains a
t-invertible regular prime ideal. Then R is a Krull ring. For each nonunit regular
element a of R; (a)= (P1   Pn)v=(P1   Pn)t for P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R).
Proof. Let D=R[X ]Nrv and S = ff jf2D; f is a regular nonunit of D, and fD=
Q1   Qn for some principle prime ideals Q1; : : : ; Qn 2Spec(D)g. We claim that reg(R)
 S. (Note that R can be imbedded into D): Suppose not and let a be a nonunit regular
element of R not in S. Then (a)\ S = ; since S [U(D) is a saturated multiplicative
subset of D (U(D) is the set of units of D). Choose Q2Spec(D) such that a2Q
and Q\ S = ;. Put P=Q\R. Since P is a regular prime ideal of R; P contains a
t-invertible regular prime ideal P0 of R. By Corollary 3, P0D is a principal ideal, say
P0D=fD. Then f2Q, a contradiction to f2 S. So aD=Q1   Qn; Q1; : : : ; Qn 2Spec
(D). Since a2Qi \R, each Qi \R contains a t-invertible regular prime ideal Pi of R.
From PiDQi and that PiD and Qi are invertible prime ideals, it follows that PiD=Qi.
Thus aD=P1D   PnD. By Proposition 5, aD=(P1D   PnD)v=((P1   Pn)D)v=(P1
  Pn)vD. (At the same time, aD=(P1D   PnD)t =((P1   Pn)D)t =(P1   Pn)tD.) Con-
tracting aD=(P1   Pn)vD back to R, we obtain aR=(P1   Pn)v (Proposition 5). Hence
R is a Krull ring (Theorem 11).
A Krull ring satises the ascending chain condition on regular divisorial ideals and
is completely integrally closed [9]. In response to Kennedy’s question, Matsuda proved
that the converse is also true [10]. The next result contains a new proof of Matsuda’s
result. Also it is known for integral domains [6].
Theorem 13. The following statements are equivalent for a ring R :
(1) R is a Krull ring.
(2) R satises the ascending chain condition on divisorial ideals and is completely
integrally closed.
(3) Every regular ideal is t-invertible.
(4) Every regular prime ideal is t-invertible.
(5) Every proper regular t-ideal I is a t-product of prime ideals; i.e.; I =(P1   Pn)t ;
P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R).
(6) Every proper regular v-ideal I is a v-product of prime ideals; i.e.; I =(P1   Pn)v;
P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R).
(7) Every proper regular principal ideal (a) is a t-product of prime ideals; i.e.;
(a)= (P1   Pn)t ; P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R).
(8) Every proper regular principal ideal (a) is a v-product of prime ideals; i.e.;
(a)= (P1   Pn)v; P1; : : : ; Pn 2Spec(R).
(9) Every regular prime ideal contains a t-invertible regular prime ideal.
Proof. (1)) (2) This is [9, Proposition 2.2]. (2)) (3) Let I be a regular ideal of R.
Since R is completely integrally closed, (II−1)v=R [9, Proposition 1.1]. R satisfying
the acc on divisorial ideals implies that Iv=(a1; : : : ; an)v and I−1 = (b1; : : : ; bm)v for
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some a1; : : : ; an 2R and b1; : : : ; bm 2 I−1. Now R=(II−1)v=(IvI−1)v=((a1; : : : ; an)v(b1;
: : : ; bm)v)v=((a1; : : : ; an)(b1; : : : ; bm))v=(faibjg)v=(faibjg)t =(II−1)t . (3)) (4) It is
obvious. (4)) (5) Although [8, Lemma 4] is stated for Marot rings, its proof is valid
for any ring. The implications (5)) (7)) (9) are clear and the implication (9)) (1)
is Theorem 12. (1)) (6) Use the equivalence of (1), (2), and (5). The implication
(6)) (8) is trivial and the implication (8)) (1) is Theorem 11.
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